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Port of Cherbourg: 1st handling of industrial cargo at
the new heavy loading dock “Quai des Flamands”
After 2 years of construction works, the extension of
the “Quai de Flamands” was finally completed this
March. The port of Cherbourg now boasts a 680m
linear wharf, accessible to vessels up to 14m draught.
This extension was accomplished within the
framework of the renewable marine energies project
and is also designed to handle heavy and industrial
cargo.
We didn’t have to wait long before our first ship
inaugurated the largest wharf in France, with a bearing
capacity of 15t/m2. The Eendracht from Savona (Italy)
berthed at the wharf and used its deck cranes to unload two heating units, each weighing 150 tonnes,
which will be used in units 1 and 2 of the power station in Flamanville.
For this operation Cherbourg Maritime took charge of consigning the ship, whilst Cherbourg
Manutention was responsible for the transshipment of the cargo onto two multi-axled trailers.
Operators were impressed with the quality of the wharf and particularly with how easy it was to
manoeuvre the heavy vehicles, given the generous dimensions of the new platform. More ships are
expected to put in at the wharf very soon.
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ABOUT PNA
Owner and port authority of Caen-Ouistreham and Cherbourg marine facilities since 2007, Ports of Normandy
Authority is a joint association which brings together the Basse-Normandie Region and the Manche and Calvados
Departments. Its role is to equip the port area, designate port personnel, orient development policies for the port
and lastly guarantee secure shipping access.
The mission entrusted to PNA by its member authorities is to boost the performance of both its ports, to best serve
their territories and rise to new development challenges.
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